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Introduction and Acknowledgements
Herman Melville’s Bartleby the Scrivener is a story greatly loved by many people.
Reading it, I was deeply struck by the immovable force of Bartleby’s statement
of passive resistance — to prefer not — and the mood of the old lawyer’s
claustrophobic office with its mysterious blue light. It seemed to me that,
though set in 1853, the story captured, with remarkable humour and pathos, the
condition of modern work — the way we identify with our work, the pressures
it places us under and the ways we respond to our achievements and failures
in that environment. It caused me to wonder how the scenario of Bartleby
would play out in a contemporary setting, where the conditions of work seem
to reveal our personal qualities even more. Though adapted into a stage play
and transported through time, the work remains inspired by those remarkable
qualities in Melville’s work.
Bartleby was developed through The Street Theatre’s Hive program, which
develops new work by ACT theatre artists, and I’d like to thank Peter Matheson,
the dramaturg I worked with through that program, also The Street’s Artistic
Director Caroline Stacey for her support of the work.
The 2014 production of Bartleby by The Street was the first production credit for
Aspen Island Theatre Company, of which I am artistic director. AITC has been
established in Canberra to engage critically with theatre craft and Australian
experience to create work that illuminates and develops both.
Julian Hobba
2015
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First Production Details
Bartleby was first produced by The Street Theatre in Street Two from 26 July – 3
August 2014.
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Production Photos

From left: Dene Kermond & Ben Crowley. 2014. The Street Theatre.
Photographer: Lorna Sim.

Ben Crowley. 2014. The Street Theatre. Photographer: Lorna Sim.
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From left: Ben Crowley & Max Cullen. 2014. The Street Theatre. Photographer:
Lorna Sim.

From left: Dene Kermond & Max Cullen. 2014. The Street Theatre.
Photographer: Lorna Sim.
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Notes
Setting:
An office. Today.
Characters:
OLD LAWYER
YOUNG LAWYER
BARTLEBY
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Bartleby
YOUNG LAWYER enters talking on the phone, take-away
coffee, bag etc. OLD LAWYER is standing at the window,
listening to the market report on the radio.
OLD LAWYER

Good morning.

YOUNG LAWYER [Puts his hand up to divert OLD LAWYER’s attention;
stops and talks] I know you’ve got those limitations at
your end, but there’s limitations right around this project
and we’ve just got to move through — [Pause] no-no that’s
your perspective on it, but there’s deliverables we need
to see in those documents — [Beat] I don’t see them in
there. [Beat] I’ve been through all the pages, Ben — I read
through it on the treadmill last night. [Beat] Hang on. [He
puts his coffee down and pulls some documents out from
his bag] What page? [He finds the page, thumbing through
reams of plastic envelopes and pages] Yes, yes, I saw these;
this is the old set. I told you we need the new ones, and I
can’t get sign off at this end — [Beat] That came out of last
week’s meeting. Well we sent them through — [To OLD
LAWYER] when did you send through those notes from
last week’s meeting?
OLD LAWYER

Tuesday?

YOUNG LAWYER [To phone] Tuesday. Uh-huh. [Pause]. He’s looking
through his email.
OLD LAWYER goes to speak, but YOUNG LAWYER puts
his hand up to stop him speaking and gestures for the radio
to be turned down or off; he goes back to the phone. OLD
LAWYER goes to his desk, turns the radio off and goes
through some pages.
Have you checked the junk folder?
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OLD LAWYER finds a piece of paper from his desk and
goes over to YOUNG LAWYER with it.
OLD LAWYER

I faxed it.

YOUNG LAWYER Ben. He faxed it. [Beat] I apologise for that. I’m going to
re-send that now as an attachment. What you need to do
is to revise that document and send it through to me with
the new info, okay? [Beat] Alright; apologies. I’ll talk to
you again after I’ve got across those changes. [Pause. He
doesn’t look up from his computer screen]. You faxed
it? [Silence] Now I have to re-send it. Where is it saved?
[Silence] Hello?
OLD LAWYER

Oh, are you talking to me?

YOUNG LAWYER Where will I find those minutes with the new deliverables
for Ben?
OLD LAWYER

Ben’s?

YOUNG LAWYER Deliverables. Deliverables. The things he’s got to do.
OLD LAWYER

Oh, yes, they’re saved in the drive.

YOUNG LAWYER Uh huh. Where?
OLD LAWYER

Let me see, I’ll have to find it; in the —

YOUNG LAWYER Can’t you just tell me?
OLD LAWYER
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I know where it is, I just have to … [Extended pause,
YOUNG LAWYER makes his way over to OLD LAWYER’s
desk] yep, here it is, right-o, if you go … it’s … F drive
— then, contracts — 2013 — financial services — ah
… majors — KPMG — then … audits — meetings —
minutes and notes — September — September 22 — I
think that’s the equinox; though it does change each year
and from memory [Beat, no response] — sorry, September
22 — and in there you’ll see ‘scans of long hands from big
KPMG meeting’.
10

YOUNG LAWYER How would I ever be able to find that?
OLD LAWYER

It’s a bit labrynthine, all these folders, but that’s what’s there.

YOUNG LAWYER I’m not talking about the folders, there’s a system in
place for the folders; but the documents need to be saved
according to the format we agreed.
OLD LAWYER

All of them?

YOUNG LAWYER It’s a pretty useless system if it doesn’t apply to all of them.
OLD LAWYER

So it’s …

YOUNG LAWYER Year, month, day, company, document type, specifics.
OLD LAWYER

See I tend to think day, month, year, etcetera.

YOUNG LAWYER Do you need me to print out the instructions again so you
have them close by?
OLD LAWYER

No, I know it.

YOUNG LAWYER I’ll print them out.
OLD LAWYER

I’m not sure where you’ll find the space to put them. [There
are a multitude of sheets of instructions on the wall by
his desk] I should be able to build a rocket with all these
instructions. A rocket — ship. One used to say ship in that
context, now it’s just rocket, or it’s not even rocket, that’s
reverted to a verb, ‘it rocketed along’, or, if it’s a noun, it’s
the type of small projectile a person might make in a shed.
Did you ever make a rocket?

YOUNG LAWYER [Glaring at him].
OLD LAWYER

A ship now is more or less exclusively what you might have
called an ocean liner, previously. [Pause] A ship is what
Captain Ahab had.

YOUNG LAWYER Are you finished?
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OLD LAWYER

Sorry, thinking out loud.

YOUNG LAWYER I have to be able to find the documents. If you weren’t
here now and I had to get Ben across those deliverables
quite urgently, like I have to now, we’d be in real trouble.
It’s important. Okay? [YOUNG LAWYER brings over the
instructions to stick up near the desk]. I don’t make the
rules for no reason.
OLD LAWYER

[Sitting back as the sticking up takes place] I just wonder
if they don’t become meaningless if there’s too many to
follow. Red tape is the enemy of invention. Who said that?
[Pause] Churchill or someone.
YOUNG LAWYER has stuck up the piece of paper.
Alright. [He makes to get stuck back in to work].
They are both at their desks.
There’s something I’ve been meaning to ask you.

YOUNG LAWYER [Is ignoring him, he is typing, typing, typing; eventually
… ] Hang on. [Types, types, types … types, types, types,
eventually, turns around]. Yes?
OLD LAWYER

What are you doing for Christmas this year?

YOUNG LAWYER I don’t have time for that conversation right now. Thanks
for asking, but I’ve got a hundred —
There is a buzz on an intercom.
OLD LAWYER

That’ll be Bartleby.

YOUNG LAWYER Who?
OLD LAWYER

This fella called Bartleby — for the job.

YOUNG LAWYER Is that now? [He is looking at his computer, trying to find
a diary entry].
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OLD LAWYER

Yeah, I sent you —

YOUNG LAWYER Did you send me an invitation?
OLD LAWYER

I thought I did.

YOUNG LAWYER [The search for the email is taking a long time] What day?
OLD LAWYER

God, I don’t know. Last, Thursday? I think it was last Thursday.

YOUNG LAWYER I don’t have anything in here.
OLD LAWYER

Well, shall I just, buzz him up? Anyway.

YOUNG LAWYER Hang on. No, there’s nothing from you here last Wednesday,
Thursday or Friday for today.
OLD LAWYER

I was sure I had. Do you have time to do it now?

YOUNG LAWYER Not really, no. I’ve got a 1.30 off-site.
OLD LAWYER

Sorry?

YOUNG LAWYER I’ve gotta be at a meeting at 1.30.
OLD LAWYER

Oh well that’s 45 minutes from now. Let’s see him for half
an hour.

YOUNG LAWYER I’m not prepared.
OLD LAWYER

Here’s his CV. [He grabs an envelope from his own desk and
drops it on YOUNG LAWYER’s].

YOUNG LAWYER I would have liked longer than —
OLD LAWYER

We’ll just meet him now and see what he’s like.

YOUNG LAWYER Alright.
OLD LAWYER goes to the intercom and presses the button,
saying ‘Hello’ and, after a pause, pressing it again to say,
‘Come on up’. BARTLEBY isn’t there anymore.
OLD LAWYER
13
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YOUNG LAWYER What?
OLD LAWYER

He must have thought no one was here.

YOUNG LAWYER He only buzzed once.
OLD LAWYER

We took too long to answer I suppose.

YOUNG LAWYER A minute? You want to be pretty punctual with this guy.
OLD LAWYER

Well that’s a good thing, I suppose.

YOUNG LAWYER Call him; see if he’s still around.
OLD LAWYER

Yes, I’ve got his number written down here … [He is
looking on his desk]. I wrote it … is it on his CV?
YOUNG LAWYER pulls out the CV. There is only one piece
of paper in there and he thinks he must be mistaken and
looks back through the envelope for any more. He holds up
the one piece of paper to the OLD LAWYER.

YOUNG LAWYER Is that his whole application?
OLD LAWYER

Brevity, isn’t it good? Is the number on there?
YOUNG LAWYER scans the page, front and back, and
down the bottom, in a corner on the back, he sees the
number in small print.

YOUNG LAWYER Yes, it’s 0401 762 271.
OLD LAWYER picks up the phone and dials; it goes
straight to voice mail.
OLD LAWYER
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Hello, Bartleby, ah, you were just at our place for a job
interview and, ah, unfortunately I didn’t quite get to the
buzzer in time and I suppose you must have assumed we
weren’t here. Anyway, [YOUNG LAWYER is trying to get
his attention] if you’re still in the area — [Breaks off to see
what YOUNG LAWYER wants]
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YOUNG LAWYER I’ve got to head out —
OLD LAWYER

Ah, if you’re still in the area, give us a call. I think we could
just squeeze in a short meeting. You’ve got the number.
You could either come back, or, um, or we could make
another time. Righto, sorry about that.
He hangs up.

YOUNG LAWYER He walks away and then his phone’s off?
OLD LAWYER

I’m not sure.

YOUNG LAWYER You can tell with people straight away, can’t you? We
haven’t even met this guy and I can tell.
OLD LAWYER

That’s disappointing.

YOUNG LAWYER Any other interviews I should know about?
OLD LAWYER

No one else applied.

YOUNG LAWYER I should’ve been involved in this process. Can I ask where
you advertised?
OLD LAWYER

The usual places.
The phone rings. OLD LAWYER picks it up.
Bartleby — fantastic. So sorry, we just missed the buzzer
… I can understand you must have thought that. Anyway,
are you still … ? [Beat] Are you still close by?
YOUNG LAWYER is giving elaborate hand gestures to say
no, no no.
… Oh good. And would you be able …
YOUNG LAWYER is making his gestures more forcefully.

OLD LAWYER
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YOUNG LAWYER [Indicating that OLD LAWYER should cover the
mouthpiece] I don’t want to see this guy. I haven’t had time
to read the CV, I’ve got to go off-site. [He picks up the CV
and points to the front and the back] And I think this is a
waste of time.
OLD LAWYER

If we meet him, we’ll know. [Beat] Right? [Beat] 15 minutes.
YOUNG LAWYER does not respond.
Bartle — [OLD LAWYER puts down the phone]

YOUNG LAWYER What?
OLD LAWYER

He’d gone.

YOUNG LAWYER He hung up?
OLD LAWYER

I guess because we —
There is a buzz on the intercome. OLD LAWYER presses
the button with a ‘Come up’.
Must be him.

YOUNG LAWYER This’ll be good.
They wait as BARTLEBY comes up. BARTLEBY enters.
OLD LAWYER

Bartleby? Come in, come in. Sorry about that.

BARTLEBY

That’s okay.

OLD LAWYER

Just slow getting to the door —

YOUNG LAWYER Hello.
OLD LAWYER

Bartleby, this is my colleague I was telling you about the
other day.

YOUNG LAWYER Good things I hope.
BARTLEBY
A Playlab Publication
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YOUNG LAWYER Nice hat.
BARTLEBY

Thanks. [Nervously, involuntarily] In a hat you can do
things other people can’t do.

OLD LAWYER

Ha. That’s someone, isn’t it?

BARTLEBY

P—

OLD LAWYER

No no, let me — Hemmingway?

BARTLEBY

No.

OLD LAWYER

Okay, [Beat] Burroughs?

BARTLEBY

No.

OLD LAWYER

An American?

YOUNG LAWYER I’ll just grab the documents.
OLD LAWYER

Yes, good, good. [YOUNG LAWYER goes to get the
interview documents]. Not American?

BARTLEBY

No. It was —

OLD LAWYER

No no, I’m good at these. Let me —
YOUNG LAWYER is gathering some documents, and
collating them with BARTLEBY’s CV.
Gawd, is it, someone like, Coward?

BARTLEBY

No.

OLD LAWYER

Alan Bennett?

BARTLEBY

It’s not literary.

OLD LAWYER

Oh! Ha ha. Well, lucky you told me.

YOUNG LAWYER [Back] We should get started.

17
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OLD LAWYER

Alright, yes. I guess it must have been someone a bit
glamorous then, eh? Like Elizabeth Taylor?

BARTLEBY

No.

YOUNG LAWYER Shall we?
OLD LAWYER

Dietrich?

BARTLEBY

Panamerinko.

OLD LAWYER

What’s that?

BARTLEBY

Panamerinko.

OLD LAWYER

Never heard of it.

BARTLEBY

Russian. Artist. Made unlikely travelling machines.

OLD LAWYER

Is that so? Like what?

BARTLEBY

Ah — a one-man pedal powered capsule to cross the
Atlantic Ocean. Made of brass; it has a pole down into the
water with the propeller at the bottom.

OLD LAWYER

A pedal-powered capsule — is that right? “In a hat you can
do things that other people — ”

YOUNG LAWYER Can we really get a start now? Please. [Beat] My time’s
tight. I’ll have to run to this other —
OLD LAWYER

Yes, yes, of course. [They arrange the chairs in an
interview set-up around BARTLEBY] I’m just fascinated
by those characters. They just break the mould.

YOUNG LAWYER [The chairs being done] Please, take a seat.
They’re all seated and YOUNG LAWYER hands OLD
LAWYER some pages.
OLD LAWYER
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YOUNG LAWYER Yes, thanks a lot for coming in.
BARTLEBY is silent.
Just to let you know how it will work — which I think is
important so you know it’s a really transparent process —
I’ve done up some standard questions which we apply in
all our interviews.
OLD LAWYER

Except that you’re our first one.

YOUNG LAWYER But we’re growing very rapidly.
OLD LAWYER

Uh-huh.

YOUNG LAWYER And this is the process we’re implementing for interviews
to ensure there’s transparency, fairness, objectivity.
OLD LAWYER

Uh-huh.

YOUNG LAWYER So if you were later interested in some interview feedback
after the decision’s made we can give you a really
clear indication of any areas for improvement, skill or
proficiency gaps.
OLD LAWYER

Mmm.

YOUNG LAWYER Okay?
BARTLEBY

[Pause] Sorry, what exactly was the process?

OLD LAWYER

Ha — quite right, he didn’t say. After all that you didn’t say.

YOUNG LAWYER I was just getting to that. I’ve got a series of standard
questions here that we’ll be applying as standard through
our interview procedures in an ongoing way as we expand
moving forward. As we go through each question, we both
enter a — not so much a score as a —
OLD LAWYER
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YOUNG LAWYER Rating. I suppose. [Beat] As each question reflects one of
the selection criteria, at the end of the process we’ll have as
close as we can get to a scientific measure of your capacity
reflected against the selection criteria so we can make an
informed judgement.
OLD LAWYER

Okay.

BARTLEBY

Yes.

YOUNG LAWYER I mean, obviously no one likes interviews! This is just the process
to keep it all consistent, to take out some of the guess-work.
BARTLEBY

Okay.

OLD LAWYER

Okay.

YOUNG LAWYER Okay! So I’ll get us underway, shall I? [Beat, consults
questions] Can you give us one example of how you’ve
designed or implemented an internal [Some hand gesture for
internal] process to achieve maximised external [Again, some
hand gesture] performance outcomes?
BARTLEBY

What do you mean?

YOUNG LAWYER Sure, I guess what I’m asking is an example where you’ve really
initiated, internally, systems, or processes, that have meant
you could ensure that deliverables were, being outcomed —
turning into outcomes.
OLD LAWYER

Tell us a bit about the processes you’ve worked in or made.

BARTLEBY

I’ve worked for a number of different companies.
Organisations. As you can see on my resume. I — I think it’s
really important — if there’s a process, you really — everyone
really has to adhere to it.

OLD LAWYER

Mm.

BARTLEBY

So — I guess you really say, what needs to be done, and you
tailor a process that best fits.
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YOUNG LAWYER M-hmm. Sure. [He marks down a score, then, to OLD
LAWYER] Do you want to ask the next one?
OLD LAWYER

Yes, sure. [Beat, he starts reading the question] Describe
a situation in which you have used milestones [He reads
a bit ahead] — but just before I ask that, can I ask, do you
take a keen interest in the arts?

BARTLEBY

Um. Well, not for their sake. But if it interests me, you know.

OLD LAWYER

So this Panamerinko fellow, his work interests you?

BARTLEBY

Yes, I guess so.

OLD LAWYER

Why?

BARTLEBY

I’m not sure.

OLD LAWYER

Maybe you like hats.

BARTLEBY

Maybe.

OLD LAWYER

Or unlikely crafts.

YOUNG LAWYER Did you want me to ask the second question?
OLD LAWYER

No, it’s okay, I’m just.

YOUNG LAWYER Missing Questions.
OLD LAWYER

Ad-libbing. Are you an artist?

BARTLEBY

[Looks for the first time, really, into the eyes of OLD
LAWYER. Pause] I don’t think so.

OLD LAWYER

Why do you hesitate?

BARTLEBY

It’s an unexpected question.

YOUNG LAWYER And not relevant to the interview. Sorry about that.
[Laughs] He’s always keen to remind people that just
because we’re in financial services he’s not a philistine.
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OLD LAWYER

No, it’s just, in my experience people who know about
those types of artists are often, in fact, artists themselves.
And then, they say that everyone’s an artist now, don’t they?
That’s the legacy of the 20th century thinking on —

YOUNG LAWYER I really am short on time; I’m sorry, Bartleby, to be so —
OLD LAWYER

Okay. In that case, do you know what we do?

BARTLEBY

I believe I do.

OLD LAWYER

Well let me explain. We are, as was mentioned, a
commercial law firm.

YOUNG LAWYER Boutique.
OLD LAWYER

We’re a commercial law boutique?

YOUNG LAWYER A boutique commercial law firm — but growing.
OLD LAWYER

Hence the interview with you today. [Pause] I can see
by your resume, which has some good experience on it,
including with a former colleague and, if I can say, friend,
of mine — who I happened to just give a quick call to
this morning in advance of this meeting, which was very
encouraging — that you know what a firm like ourselves
would do. Which is to say, what we are likely to do. What
we actually do, though, is a bit specialised —

YOUNG LAWYER Niche.
OLD LAWYER

And it’s based a bit, I guess, and without wanting to sound
boastful, because it’s longevity and persistence as much
as anything else, which is really the only way to do it in
financial law, on certain close relationships I’ve established,
a very solid list of clients.

YOUNG LAWYER At the high end of the market.
OLD LAWYER
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Who know that they are going to get from me, and now us —
because we’ve now been in this together for what, what is it?
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